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Raison d‘etre—Why this project is important!

• Cars dominate urban, suburban and rural  travel among 

every segment of the population. 

• Public’s increasing need to travel and the difficulty of providing

additional   roads

• Travel has increased congestion and   reduced mobility in many cities.
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Automated vehicle guidance (AVG   is a technology  that allows 
individual vehicles to move without physical control by a driver. 

AVG has two components:

in-vehicle components / sensors: 
• a controller/processor
• other vehicles
• roadway location
• vehicle roadway position
• sensors to detect the presence of: 

roadway infrastructure components:  
1. markings used to delineate the roadway 
2. signals that can regulate flow
3. traffic management system that directs the flow and protects
4. roadside transceivers to communicate with the  automated 

vehicles
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This project reflects part of an Automated Highway System (AHS).  

An AHS is intended to ameliorate:

1. traffic flow
2. patterns of vehicular traffic volume
3. excessive vehicle speed
4. chaotic vehicular situations
5. heavily trafficked intersections
6. gridlock in vehicle-intense urban centers

Ultimately, the goals are:

1. increased vehicle and pedestrian safety 
2. maintenance of reasonable rates of traffic flow at intersections
3. decreased the likelihood of long wait-times at traffic lights 
4. decreased probability of gridlock at major inner-city intersections
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• Only in-situ sensing in the form of infrared detection is 
used—Why?

• Infrared light or IR has lower frequency than red light.   It is 
not part of the visible spectrum.   It can be used in a number of 
applications, including:

1. night-vision goggles

2. temperature sensors

3. object detection

4. object counts

5. distance determination
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• At intersections that have experience heavy  
traffic patterns, traffic lights are put in place to 
regulate the flow of vehicles to.  Why? 

• The light operate through a standardized cycle 
that involves:

Green—Yellow TRAFFIC FLOW ENABLED

Red TRAFFIC FLOW PREVENTED

Answers:
1.insure safety
2.reduce traffic
3.prevent accidents involving pedestrians and/or vehicles
4.prevent grid-lock.
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Information Processing:    

The change in the flow of information when objects are sensed—application 
of feedback loops.    Why the plural, loops?
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Experimental Parts when Assembled

Figure-BOE acting as an interface.   Figure—Individualizing and hiding wires.
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Figure --The complex series of wires for the project.   Figure—The North-South
Intersection and its East-West
counterpart.
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Table 1—The Traffic Signal Cycle with and without sensor triggering

Notes:
N-S = North-South
E-W = East-West

1919141499Red

222222Yellow

1515101055Green

E-WN-SE-WN-SE-WN-S

Compass   (Directionality)

2 (7-12 
vehicles)

1 (4-6 vehicles)0 (<4 vehicles)

Duration of the Signal Light (in s) as a 
function of the number of IR sensors 
triggered

Color of  
Traffic  Light 
Signal

The table (above) summarizes the changes in light 
signaling that are result of feedback between 
the IR LED’s—sensors and the vehicles in the 
model.
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The North-South 
Intersection and its 
East-West 
counterpart.

LED’s and photodetectors The sensors as they
as the lay embedded side-by side appear in a top view 
under the artificial roadway. In the asphalt
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The paradigm in action 
without any vehicles 
present.  The traffic lights 
cycle without any changes 
whatsoever 

The paradigm in 
action with vehicles 
present.  The traffic 
lights now cycle with 
changes dictated by 
the “cars, etc. etc.”
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Conclusions

• Once IR sensor detection takes place,  feedback mechanisms are 
generated!  

• This translates into a longer green signal.

• The length of the green light  is a function of the number of IR
emitter-sensor pairs triggered!

• The model that has been created in our virtual intersection can 
be extended to real world traffic intersections either in:  

�variably-sized cities

�urban streets 

�suburban streets

�street-highway junctions

�highway-highway junctions
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Follow-up Studies

Set up a sensor array in order to:

• increase the diversity and position of sensors at intersections to 
count and describe in other ways the type of vehicles present 

• employ sensors on roadways a highways to:   adjust distances
between vehicles change vehicle speed  communicate with 
vehicles regarding itinerary depending on other vehicles traffic, 
weather, etc.
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